Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Nature effectively uses combinations of weak noncovalent interactions in the functional forms of various biologically important molecules such as nucleic acids and proteins^[@CR1]--[@CR3]^. Intermolecular noncovalent interactions of varying magnitude are also responsible for the existence of different states of matter^[@CR4]^. Carbonyl-carbonyl (C═O···C═O) *n→π*\* interactions where one of the lone pairs (*n*) on the oxygen atom of a carbonyl group is delocalized over the antibonding *π*\* orbital of a nearby carbonyl C═O bond (*π*\*~C═O~) along the Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory^[@CR5]^ (∠O···C ═ O \~ 109°) have attracted a great deal of attention in recent years^[@CR6]--[@CR11]^. Previous studies have shown that C═O···C═O *n→π*\* interactions not only influence geometries of important small molecules^[@CR12]--[@CR15]^ but also play crucial roles in determining the three dimensional structures of polyesters^[@CR16]^, peptides^[@CR17]^, peptoids^[@CR18]--[@CR21]^ and proteins^[@CR22]--[@CR25]^. C═O···C═O interactions between the side-chain and backbone carbonyl groups of Asp, Asn, Glu, and Gln were also observed in the high-resolution crystal structures of proteins^[@CR26],\ [@CR27]^. C═O···C═O *n→π\** interaction is characterized by a short O···C═O distance (d) of less than 3.22 Å \[the sum of van der Waals radii of carbon and oxygen atom^[@CR28]^\], bond angle ∠O···C═O (*θ*) of \~109° and the pyramidality (Δ, Θ) of the acceptor carbon atom towards the donor oxygen atom^[@CR9],\ [@CR14],\ [@CR17],\ [@CR25],\ [@CR29]^. Direct spectroscopic evidence for *n→π\** interaction was recently reported by using gas-phase infrared spectroscopy^[@CR30]^.

We anticipated that due to *n→π*\* interaction both donor and acceptor C═O bonds will be polarized, which will make the acceptor carbonyl oxygen atom a better electron donor and the donor carbonyl carbon atom a better electron acceptor. The acceptor carbonyl oxygen, therefore, can donate electrons to another nearby carbonyl carbon either to form a sequential chain of O···C contacts (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) or it can donate electrons back to the original donor carbonyl carbon atom forming "reciprocal" *n→π*\* interactions (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Although, the sequential *n→π\** interactions were previously observed in poly(lactic acid)^[@CR16]^ and proteins^[@CR22]^, reciprocal *n→π*\* interactions remained unexplored. Allen and coworkers reported anti-parallel arrangements of carbonyl groups in ketone dimers that were bound together by two intermolecular C═O···C═O short contacts of dipolar nature^[@CR31]^. Maccallum et al reported a similar geometrical arrangement of carbonyl groups in right-twisted β-strands and observed two chemically distinct dipolar C═O···C═O short contacts^[@CR32]^. However, these C═O···C═O short contacts were considerably longer than the sum of van der Waals radii of C and O atoms.Fig. 1Schematic illustration of **a** one-sided and **b** reciprocal *n→π*\* interactions. Curved dotted arrows indicate *n→π*\* interactions

In this paper, we hypothesized that the polarization of the carbonyl groups by *n→π\** interactions should lead to back and forth donations between the carbonyl pairs. Based on our hypothesis, we discovered the presence of "reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions" both in small molecules and proteins. To establish the existence of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions, we designed and synthesized model compounds and carried out X-ray crystallographic and theoretical studies. Further, we carried out Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)^[@CR33]^ and Protein Data Bank (PDB)^[@CR34]^ analyses to show that these interactions are widely present in small molecules and proteins. In proteins, these interactions are primarily found in random coils and turn regions. Based on our observations we propose that reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions may be a key local interaction that restricts the number of conformers of unfolded proteins and may have a role in protein folding.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in *N*,*N*′-diacylhydrazines {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

To test our hypothesis of reciprocal *n→π\** interactions, we have synthesized *N*,*N*ʹ-diacylhydrazines **1**-**8** having various substituents on either side of the carbonyl groups (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). In *N*,*N*ʹ-diacylhydrazines **1**-**8**, the two amide carbonyl groups \[CO-I and CO-II; Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}\] are separated by three covalent bonds and 1,5-type *n→π*\* interactions are feasible from both sides. We propose that due to the repulsion between the nitrogen lone pairs, the *N*,*N*ʹ-diacylhydrazines should be nonplanar with the carbonyl groups orientated favorably for reciprocal *n→π*\* interactions. Incorporation of electron donating and withdrawing substituents near the carbonyl groups in **1**--**8** should help us to tune these interactions.Fig. 2Model compounds synthesized to study reciprocal *n→π\** interactions. **a** Chemical structures of *N*,*N*ʹ-diacylhydrazines (**1**--**8**). **b** Definition of different structural parameters in *N*,*N*ʹ-diacylhydrazines **1**--**8**; d~1~ = O^1^···C^2^; d~2~ = O^2^···C^1^; *θ* ~1~ = ∠O^1^···C^2^ = O^2^; *θ* ~2~ = ∠O^2^···C^1^ = O^1^. **c** NBO orbital overlap between oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) of CO-I and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-II of compound **6**. **d** NBO orbital overlap between oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) of CO-II and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-I of compound **6**. **e** Plot showing correlation between O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) in compounds **1**--**8** \[Linear fitting; Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.9906\]. **f** Plot showing correlation between reciprocal *n→π\** interaction energies \[*E* ^1^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ and *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π*\*)~\] in compounds **1**--**8** \[Linear fitting; Pearson correlation coefficient = 0.938\]. *Curved dotted arrows* indicate *n→π*\* interactions

As anticipated, the *N*,*N*ʹ-diacylhydrazines (**1**-**8**) crystallized in nonplanar form with the carbonyl groups oriented almost orthogonal to each other (C═O···C═O dihedral angle = +70° to +85° or −70° to −85°) (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We observed that in compounds **1**--**3**, that lack any strong electron donating or withdrawing substituent near the carbonyl groups (i.e., *X* = CH~3~, CH~3~CH~2~; *Y* = H, CH~3~), the two carbonyl groups stay far apart. The crystallographic distances d~1~ and d~2~ (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) in **1**--**3** are longer than 3.22 Å (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) and natural bond orbital (NBO)^[@CR35]^ calculations carried out on the high-resolution crystal geometries of **1**--**3** (Supplementary Table 2) show no evidence of *n→π*\* interaction (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In compound **4**, when *X* is an electron withdrawing group (e.g., *X* = CH~2~Cl), an increase in the acceptor ability of the carbonyl CO-II is expected, which should increase *n→π*\* interaction from the oxygen atom of CO-I to the *π*\*~C═O~ orbital of CO-II. However, the inductive electron withdrawal of Cl can be negated by the electron donation from the Cl lone pairs into the antibonding orbitals (σ\* and *π*\*) of the adjacent carbonyl group (CO-II). In compound **4**, we observed such electron delocalizations from the Cl lone pairs to both *σ*\* and *π*\* orbitals of the C=O bonds of CO-II group, which contributed 0.67 kcal mol^−1^ to the stabilization (Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Such electron donation should enhance the donor ability of CO-II in **4**. A short crystallographic O^2^···C^1^ distance (d~2~ = 3.037 Å is shorter than the sum of van der Waals radii of C and O) and presence of NBO second order perturbation energy \[*E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~ = 0.34 kcal mol^−1^\] for *n→π*\* interaction from CO-II to CO-I in **4** supports this assumption (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). We anticipate that due to this electron donation from CO-II to CO-I, the CO-I group in **4** will be polarized and the carbonyl oxygen of CO-I will become a better donor. We clearly observed back donation of electrons from CO-I to CO-II in **4** as evidenced by a short crystallographic O^1^···C^2^ distance d~1~ of 3.103 Å and *n→π*\* interaction energy \[*E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~\] of 0.10 kcal mol^−1^ obtained by NBO analysis. This is in accordance with our hypothesis that donation from CO-II to CO-I increases the donor ability of CO-I and acceptor ability of CO-II thereby inducing a back donation of electrons from CO-I to CO-II. Similarly, when *Y* is an electron donating group (e.g., *Y* = OCH~3~), CO-I is expected to be a better donor and, accordingly, we observed short distance d~1~ in compound **5** (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). We also observed back donation from CO-II to CO-I in **5** (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).Table 1X-ray crystallographic structural parameters and NBO data for compounds 1--8Compounds*YX*d~1~d~2~*θ* ~1~*θ* ~2~∆~1~∆~2~Θ~1~Θ~2~*n→π\** (kcal mol^−1^)Total *n→π\** (kcal mol^−1^)(Å)(Å)(°)(°)(Å)(Å)(°)(°)*E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~*E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~*E* ^*t*^ ~(*n→π\**)~**1**HCH~3~3.4873.54298.795.90.0180.0072.390.99NPNPNP**2**HCH~2~CH~3~3.3143.33193.793.20.0130.0261.703.430.030.030.06**3**CH~3~CH~3~3.3673.36592.892.70.0080.0150.991.890.010.020.03**4**CH~3~CH~2~Cl3.1033.03782.885.6−0.0150.000−1.960.0120.100.340.44**5**OCH~3~CH~3~3.2333.15281.885.40.005−0.0050.63−0.690.030.160.19**6**OCH~3~CH~2~Cl3.0723.00982.184.9−0.005−0.019−0.70−2.590.140.420.56**7**BrCH~2~Cl3.1233.01481.386.2−0.019−0.009−2.53−1.170.080.390.47**8**OCH~3~CH~2~Br3.0823.01781.984.8−0.014−0.017−1.92−2.340.140.400.54The calculations were carried out at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory. d~1~ = O^1^···C^2^; d~2~ = O^2^···C^1^; *θ* ~1~ = ∠O^1^···C^2^ = O^2^; *θ* ~2~ = ∠O^2^···C^1^ = O^1^ (see Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~ is the NBO second order perturbation energy for electron donation from oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O)~ of the first carbonyl group (CO-I) to the *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of the second carbonyl group (CO-II). *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~ is the NBO second order perturbation energy for electron donation from oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) of the second carbonyl group (CO-II) to the *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of the first carbonyl group (CO-I). *E* ^t^ ~(*n→π\**)~ = *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~ + *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~NP not present

Among the synthetic compounds **1**--**8**, significantly shorter d~1~ and d~2~ are observed in **6**--**8** where electron donating or withdrawing groups are present on both sides of the carbonyl groups. The second order perturbation energies obtained by NBO calculations are also relatively higher for these compounds (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The NBO orbital overlaps between the oxygen lone pairs (*n* ~O~) and π\*~C═O~ orbitals in compound **6** are shown in Figs. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, d. Note that in compounds **4** and **6**--**8** where *X* = CH~2~Cl or CH~2~Br, d~2~ is shorter than d~1~ and stronger *n→π\** interactions from CO-II to CO-I are observed by NBO analysis. This is due to the electron donation from the Cl or Br atom to the *σ*\*~C=O~ and *π*\*~C═O~ orbitals of CO-II, which increases the donor ability of the CO-II oxygen atom (Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Such electron donations from α-halogens to carbonyl groups and their effect on *n→π\** interactions were previously reported in the literature^[@CR36],\ [@CR37]^.

Interestingly, the values of ∠O···C = O angles *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ are much smaller (\~82°) in compounds **4**--**8** where reciprocal *n→π\** interactions are observed than in **1**--**3** that lack *n→π\** interactions (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In fact, the values of *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ are much smaller than what is expected for one-sided *n→π\** interactions (∠O···C = O \~ 109°) reported previously^[@CR6]^. This may be due to the geometrical arrangement required for reciprocal *n→π*\* interactions, which forces *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ away from the Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory.

Another important signature of *n→π*\* interactions is the pyramidality of the acceptor carbonyl carbon atom measured by parameters Δ and Θ^[@CR9],\ [@CR14],\ [@CR17],\ [@CR25],\ [@CR29]^. Positive values of Δ and Θ indicate pyramidalization of the acceptor carbonyl carbon towards the donor oxygen atom whereas negative values of Δ and Θ indicate pyramidalization of the acceptor carbon away from the donor oxygen atom. In compounds **1**--**8**, however, we have not observed a correlation of pyramidality (Θ) with O···C distance and the strength of *n→π*\* interactions. One reason for this could be the stronger donation from the α-halogen atoms to the nearby carbonyl, which would force the acceptor carbonyl carbons towards the halogen atoms away from the donor oxygen atoms. Also, the crystal packing forces may have some influence in the observed geometries and the pyramidalization of the two nitrogen atoms between the carbonyl groups may influence the pyramidalization of the acceptor carbonyl carbons. Moreover, the individual *n→π*\* interactions in compounds **1**--**8** may not be strong enough to exert a significant effect on pyramidalization of the carbonyl carbons.

Overall, these data suggest that, in compounds **1**--**8**, the geometrical constraints imposed by the repulsion between the nitrogen lone pairs orient the two carbonyl groups favorably for reciprocal *n→π\** interactions. We could tune these interactions by introducing electron donating or withdrawing substituents near the carbonyl groups. Interestingly, we observed that an increase in *n→π\** interaction from one side also leads to an increase in the *n→π\** interaction from the other side in compounds **1**--**8**. This correlation suggests that *n→π\** interactions in these compounds could be synergistic (Figs. [2e](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, f). For example, shorter d~1~ and higher *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~ values are observed in **4** compared to **3** although **3** and **4** have same the substituent (4--CH~3~--Ph) attached to CO-I. Similarly, higher donation from CO-I to CO-II is observed in **6** compared to **5** although **5** and **6** have same the substituent (4--OCH~3~--Ph) attached to CO-I.

To find out if geometry optimization has any effect on the computed *n→π\** interactions in comparison to the unrelaxed X-ray geometries, we also carried out geometry optimizations in compounds **1**--**8** by freezing the dihedral angles of the side chains involved in reciprocal interactions to their X-ray values and freely optimizing the remaining degrees of freedom (bond lengths, angles, and dihedrals) (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We observed that reciprocal *n→π\** interactions were retained after geometry optimizations but they became slightly weaker than what were observed from the NBO calculations on the crystal geometries (Supplementary Table [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The coordinates of the optimized geometries of **1**--**8** are provided in Supplementary Data [1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. We also observed that, during gas phase geometry optimization, in absence of any packing and intermolecular forces that are present in the X-ray geometries, the Cl or Br atoms attached to the methylene carbons in **4**, **6**--**8** moved to an anti-periplanar geometry (*trans*) with respect to the oxygen atom of the nearby carbonyl group (CO-II). This is probably due to higher hyperconjugative delocalization between the halogen lone pairs and carbonyl *π\** orbital in the anti-periplanar geometry that would provide more stability to the isolated gas phase molecule. Note that such elongation of carbonyl-carbonyl (O···C) short contacts (weakening of *n→π\** interactions) in gas phase optimized geometry relative to the X-ray geometries are well known^[@CR9],\ [@CR13],\ [@CR14]^.

Reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in small organic molecules {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To probe whether intramolecular reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions are also present in other small molecules we carried out a CSD search. In our search, we looked for organic molecules having at least two carbonyl groups with intramolecular O^2^···C^5^ (d~1~) and O^6^···C^1^ (d~2~) distances ≤ 3.2 Å (Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The search was carried out for cases where the two carbonyl groups are separated by at least three covalent bonds (1,5-type interaction). No restriction was imposed on the ∠O···C = O angles (*θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~) during the search. The CSD search provided 1432 molecules which fulfilled our search criteria (Supplementary Table [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

The plots showing the distribution of O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) and ∠O···C = O angles (θ~1~ and θ~2~) of all the molecules obtained from the CSD search are shown in Figs. [3a, b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. As can be seen from Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, in most cases d~1~ and d~2~ fall in 2.90--3.20 Å range indicating that reciprocal interactions are in general weak. The values of *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ are mainly concentrated in the 70--100° range with majority of the molecules having *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ in the range 80--90°. Interestingly, we also observed similar values for O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) and ∠O···C = O angles (*θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~) in compounds **4**--**8** that showed reciprocal *n→π*\* interactions. Therefore, it is quite clear that the ∠O···C = O (*θ*) angle deviates significantly from the Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory in reciprocal C═O···C═O short contacts. The d~1~ vs. *θ* ~1~ and d~2~ vs. *θ* ~2~ plots (Figs. [3c, d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively) show that when the angle of approach of donor oxygen atoms to the acceptor carbonyl C=O bonds deviates from Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory, the O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) increase, suggesting weakening of interactions. NBO analyses of crystal geometries of 30 randomly chosen molecules (Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) having d~1~ and d~2~ ≤ 3.20 Å and covering the range of observed ∠O···C = O angles (*θ*) values (70--100°) showed the presence of reciprocal interactions in them (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The NBO orbital overlaps between the oxygen lone pairs (*n* ~O~) and *π*\*~C═O~ orbitals in one such molecule (Fig. [3e](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) (CCDC ref. code: JUHQEK) are shown in Figs. [3f,g](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3X-ray crystallographic data and NBO overlap diagrams for CSD molecules. **a** Plot showing the distribution of O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) in molecules obtained from the CSD search. **b** Plot showing the distribution of ∠O···C = O angles (*θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~) in molecules obtained from the CSD search. **c** Plot of distance d~1~ vs. angle *θ* ~1~ in molecules obtained from the CSD search. **d** Plot of distance d~2~ vs. angle *θ* ~2~ in molecules obtained from the CSD search. **e** Chemical structure of a molecule (CCDC reference code: JUHQEK) obtained from the CSD search. The amide carbonyl group is taken as CO-I and the ester carbonyl group is taken as CO-II here. **f** NBO orbital overlap between oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) of CO-I and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-II of JUHQEK. **g** NBO orbital overlap between oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) of CO-II and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-I of JUHQEK. \[d~1~ = O^2^···C^5^; d~2~ = O^6^···C^1^; *θ* ~1~ = ∠O^2^···C^5^ = O^6^; *θ* ~2~ = ∠O^6^···C^1^ = O^2^ (Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"})\]. Curved dotted arrows indicate *n→π\** interactions Table 2X-ray crystallographic structural and NBO data of CSD moleculesCCDC Ref. coded~1~d~2~*θ* ~1~*θ* ~2~∆~1~∆~2~Θ~1~Θ~2~*n→π\** (kcal mol^−1^)Total *n→π\** (kcal mol^−1^)(Å)(Å)(°)(°)(Å)(Å)(°)(°)*E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~*E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~*E* ^*t*^ ~(*n\ →π\**)~PHTHAC052.9972.99672.072.10.0310.0323.763.860.120.130.25PODHUM3.0683.06272.372.6−0.007−0.025−0.88−2.960.070.040.11GECYEU2.9922.97274.775.50.0320.0093.921.100.310.160.47LEBRER2.8612.85677.377.60.0060.0210.672.450.770.601.37KOXBIK2.9593.07379.073.8−0.0120.015−1.431.800.320.120.44CAJVIU3.0062.98777.678.5−0.0040.023−0.432.680.410.120.53AZULUD2.9793.00980.078.6−0.0130.011−1.521.330.360.200.56ZUKVUY2.8872.82981.584.20.0060.0270.743.240.860.341.20GAPDIK3.1643.10782.685.70.0110.0141.261.730.060.230.29LAGTIX3.1373.11982.783.00.0080.0010.940.060.180.060.24SUDAXAS013.1713.10182.785.9−0.0130.008−1.420.880.210.080.29JUHQEK2.8362.83983.182.60.0220.0062.730.700.920.911.83ACBZO013.0423.01683.484.6−0.0080.001−0.900.110.210.270.48WOCHIF2.8852.83283.185.3−0.009−0.011−1.13−1.280.550.851.40MODYIO3.1363.10283.885.50.0030.0050.350.580.150.170.32YEXQOH3.1913.11883.887.8−0.0030.004−0.440.490.060.150.21CIQNEW3.0443.08684.182.20.0010.0010.150.140.230.200.43LUCHEY2.9592.98784.482.9−0.0120.025−1.492.920.570.240.81BECLAW2.8162.89485.381.3−0.0540.005−6.530.621.140.561.70DESPAT3.0842.88386.696.30.0080.0100.891.110.190.981.17GIRQAA3.0322.99890.792.1−0.0050.013−0.641.550.320.360.68PUFBEZ3.1323.10793.994.9−0.0360.002−4.460.260.080.200.28JOSGIH2.9942.99395.095.10.0270.0273.393.310.260.300.56IKAXII3.0053.02695.294.50.005−0.0040.63−0.470.300.180.48OPAKIA2.9853.00895.393.40.005−0.0200.58−2.390.230.340.57OMINII2.9873.08895.490.70.0010.0150.061.790.330.200.53XACLUK2.9562.90996.799.2−0.0090.00−1.170.030.300.380.68EZELOK013.0583.158100.195.2−0.0060.000−0.72−0.020.180.100.28WIHKAB2.8663.054103.293.40.0120.0041.310.580.570.040.61LOVNIT3.0033.068105.7101.80.011−0.0011.27−0.110.160.110.27The calculations were carried out at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory. d~1~ = O^2^···C^5^; d~2~ = O^6^···C^1^; *θ* ~1~ = ∠O^2^···C^5^ = O^6^; *θ* ~2~ = ∠O^6^···C^1^ = O^2^ (Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~, *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~ and *E* ^*t*^ ~(*n→π\**)~ have same meaning as described before in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. \[CO-I and CO-II are randomly chosen in these molecules\]

In most of the molecules obtained from the CSD search, reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions were stabilized by both *n→π*\* and *π→π*\* interactions between the carbonyl groups (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and Supplementary Table [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We observed substantial C═O···C═O *π→π\** interactions in molecules having *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ values \> 90° (Supplementary Table [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In some cases, *π→π\** interactions are even stronger than *n→π\** interactions. When *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ values were \<90°~,~ *π→π\** interactions were observed for molecules having relatively shorter O···C distances (both d~1~ and d~2~ \<2.90 Å) and stronger *n→π\** interactions. We propose that although the contribution of individual orbital interaction is small, the overall contribution of two *n→π*\* and two *π→π*\* interactions to the stabilization of molecules having reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions could be significant. Based on the NBO calculations at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level, we observed that reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions contribute 0.11--3.37 kcal mol^−1^ (with an average value of 0.98 kcal mol^−1^) to the stabilization of small molecules (see the last column in Supplementary Table [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

We observed positive values of Δ and Θ for the carbonyl carbons in most of the molecules from the CSD listed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, which indicate their pyramidalization towards the donor oxygen atoms. The plots of Θ with O···C distances and the strength of the reciprocal interactions in compounds obtained from the CSD search are shown in Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Although the correlation between pyramidality of second carbonyl (CO-II) carbon (Θ~2~) and d~1~ looks better than the correlation between pyramidality of first carbonyl (CO-I) carbon (Θ~1~) and d~2~, the CO-I and CO-II are chosen completely randomly in these molecules. As the pyramidalization also depends on other factors like *θ* and the elasticity of the carbonyl group, a strong correlation between pyramidalization and the O···C distance and strength of *n→π*\* interactions may not be observed in these molecules having different types of carbonyl groups as well as different *θ* values.

To get some insights into the structures of the small molecules having reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions, we manually analyzed small molecules from the CSD having 1,5-type reciprocal interactions with both d~1~ and d~2~ ≤ 3.00 Å. A total of 249 molecules fulfill the above criteria \[1, 5-interaction; both d~1~ and d~2~ ≤ 3.00 Å\]. As can be anticipated, the nature of the two atoms/groups between the interacting carbonyl groups plays a key role in keeping the two carbonyl groups non coplanar and provides them the conformation required for reciprocal interactions (Supplementary Table [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Interestingly, majority of these molecules (117, \~47%) have one heteroatom and one chiral carbon between the two interacting carbonyl pairs, a feature that resembles peptides and proteins.

Reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in proteins {#Sec5}
-----------------------------------------------------

The presence of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions in the X-ray crystal geometries of small organic molecules inspired us to look for their presence in protein crystal structures. To probe the presence of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions in proteins, we analyzed a total of 2269 protein crystal structures with resolution ≤ 1.6 Å from the PDB with redundancy (pairwise sequence identity) less than 10%, out of which 2184 showed the presence of reciprocal interactions in them. The PDB protein structures ranked by the number of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions present in them are included in Supplementary Data [2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}. For the PDB search, the distance between the carbonyl oxygen of *i*th amino acid residue and the carbonyl carbon of (*i + *1)th amino acid residue is defined as d~1~. The distance between the carbonyl oxygen of (*i + *1)th residue and carbonyl carbon of *i*th residue is defined as d~2~. The corresponding ∠O···C═O angles are defined as *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~, respectively (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). During the search, both d~1~ and d~2~ were kept ≤ 3.20 Å but no restriction was imposed on *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~. The plot of d~1~ and d~2~ values obtained from the search show that most of them fall in 2.90−3.20 Å range (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The angles *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ (\~85 ± 15°) deviates significantly from the Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These observations are consistent with the trend that was observed for small molecules discussed above. Analyses of d~1~ and d~2~ for all amino acid residues in all proteins (2184) studied here show that shorter distances d~1~ and d~2~ ≤ 3.2 Å fall within the tail of the full distribution (Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Fig. 4X-ray crystallographic data and NBO overlap diagrams for amino acid pairs. **a** Plot showing the distribution of O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) in amino acid pairs in proteins having reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions. **b** Plot showing the distribution of ∠O···C = O angles *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ in amino acid pairs in proteins having reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions. The *vertical* and *horizontal blue lines* are drawn at *θ* ~1~ = 99° and *θ* ~2~ = 99°, respectively. **c** NBO orbital overlap between oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) of CO-I and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-II of Leu-Pro (141--142) \[PDB: 2x5o\]. **d** NBO orbital overlap between oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) of CO-II and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-I of Leu-Pro (141--142) \[PDB: 2 × 5o\]. **e** NBO orbital overlap between the π orbital of C = O bond of CO-I and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-II of Leu--Pro (141--142) \[PDB: 2x5o\]. **f** NBO orbital overlap between the *π* orbital of C = O bond of CO-II and *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-I of Leu-Pro (141--142) \[PDB: 2x5o\]

In a previous study^[@CR22]^, Bartlett et al reported one-sided *n→π\** interactions with d ≤ 3.20 Å and 99^o^ ≤ *θ* ≤ 119^o^. As we have applied the same distance (d ≤ 3.20 Å) and resolution (\<1.6 Å) criteria, the reciprocal interactions observed here for angles 99^o^ ≤ *θ* ~1~, *θ* ~2~ ≤ 119^o^ would be observed as one-sided *n→π\** interactions by using the criteria of Bartlett et al. As can be seen from Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the distribution of *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ in the range of 99°--119° (regions II, III, and IV) is a very small percentage (6.5%) of the total number of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions that are being reported here. This indicates that reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions are novel and distinct from one-sided *n→π\** interactions reported previously.

NBO analysis of 30 amino acid pairs (Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) with short O···C distances (both d~1~ and d~2~ ≤ 3.20 Å) that covers the complete range of observed ∠O···C = O angle (*θ*) (70--110°) clearly showed the presence of reciprocal *n→π*\* interactions (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Figs. [4c](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, d). Similar to CSD molecules, in proteins also we observed substantial C═O···C═O *π→π\** interactions between the amino acid pairs having *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ values \> 90° (Supplementary Table [9)](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. *π*→*π*\* NBO orbital overlap between the two carbonyl groups in an amino acid pair is shown in Figs. [4e, f](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} \[Leu-Pro (141--142); \[PDB: 2x5o\]. For molecules having relatively stronger *n→π\** interactions (both d~1~ and d~2~ \< 2.90 Å), *π→π\** interactions were observed for *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ values \<90° also (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). This indicates that the overall contribution of reciprocal interactions (two *n→π*\* and two *π→π*\* interactions) could be substantial to protein stabilization. Based on the NBO calculations at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level, we observed that reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions contribute 0.27--4.41 kcal mol^−1^ (with an average value of 1.34 kcal mol^−1^) to the stabilization of proteins per amino acid pair (see the last column in Supplementary Table [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Table 3X-ray crystallographic structural and NBO data for amino acid pairs from the PDBAmino acid pairPDB codeResiduesd~1~d~1~*θ* ~1~*θ* ~2~*n→π\** (kcal mol^−1^)Total *n→π\** (kcal mol^−1^)(Å)(Å)(°)(°)*E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~*E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~*E* ^*t*^ ~(*n→π\**)~Ile--Pro2opc135--1362.6752.76875.671.81.750.742.49Lys--Pro1k3i50--512.9752.93878.980.50.440.380.82Cys--Pro1gcy251--2522.8152.83480.679.81.240.601.84Leu--Pro1g5a379--3802.9562.97880.779.60.610.270.88Ile--Pro1o7i107--1082.9863.08281.677.80.440.190.63Val--Pro1jnd294--2953.1193.13581.681.10.170.100.27Ala--Pro2xu9264--2652.5682.85283.872.03.630.564.19Thr--Pro1fj23--43.0353.01584.285.40.260.340.60Ile--Pro1e2w208--2093.1143.14384.483.20.240.070.31Leu--Pro1a2p20--212.9043.00785.380.50.720.331.05Pro--Pro3cx2186--1872.8902.83886.388.70.980.391.37Glu--Pro1eu1623--6243.1443.19488.085.80.220.030.25Leu--Pro2x5o141--1422.7122.77188.986.51.581.302.88Ala--Pro1g12103--1043.1083.15289.387.30.320.100.42Pro--Ser4psc32--332.9982.94690.492.40.460.330.79Thr--Glu4pdy108--1092.9182.93691.590.40.720.250.97His--Ser1b6a331--3323.1283.10892.393.20.130.140.27Ala--Asp2bi895--962.9852.97392.893.30.520.130.65Phe--Pro1n0876--772.9432.94193.293.30.520.100.62Leu--Pro1eb6110--1113.1763.17593.493.20.140.100.24Leu--Tyr3u26101--1022.8262.89393.690.20.960.341.30Ser--Asp3ry479--802.9522.98194.292.90.560.120.68Ala--Phe4y1w139--1402.9472.97395.393.90.540.260.80Gln--Lys3wcq9--102.8152.81695.996.91.030.161.19Thr--Thr3uxf349--3502.9872.97596.497.30.280.130.42Ala--Arg1ejd119--1203.1753.17199.399.00.13NP0.13Phe--Gly1odv28--293.1293.169102.4100.30.130.020.15Asp--Pro2vzp2--33.0263.026103.6103.30.070.190.26Ala--Leu1ikp388--3893.1413.183104.5102.40.12NP0.12Ala--Ala3s5m402--4032.4852.999113.684.20.890.010.90The calculations were carried out at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory. For the definitions of d~1~, d~2~, *θ* ~1~ and *θ* ~2~ see Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~, *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~ and *E* ^*t*^ ~(*n→π\**)~ have same meaning as described before in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. \[CO-I and CO-II are randomly chosen in these molecules\]NP not present

The plot of torsion angles (*φ*, *ψ*) (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) of the residue between the two interacting carbonyl groups along with other residues in the proteins show that the reciprocal interactions are mainly concentrated in the polyproline II (PPII), β-turn and right-twisted β-strand regions (Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Unlike the one-sided *n→π\** interactions reported previously^[@CR22],\ [@CR23]^ that are abundant in proteins, the abundance of these newly discovered reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions is low (\~7.2%). Secondary structure analyses using Stride^[@CR38]^ show that reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions have considerable abundance in random coils (\~20%) and turn regions (10%) of proteins but negligible presence in α-helices (0.35%) (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}). This is in contrast to the one-sided *n→π\** interactions that are most abundant in α-helices^[@CR22],\ [@CR23]^. As PPII helix is not included as an independent secondary structure in most secondary structure predication programs, many PPII helices remain unassigned even though they are present in the experimentally solved structures. We observed that the coil regions having reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions are dominated by PPII structures \[(*φ*, *ψ*) : (−75°, 145°)\]. We have confirmed this by plotting the *φ*, *ψ* angles of residues in the random coil regions having reciprocal interactions (Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This is not surprising given that PPII conformations are known to dominate coil regions of folded proteins^[@CR39]^.Fig. 5Ramachandran plots and analyses of reciprocal interactions in proteins. **a** Ramachandran plot generated by plotting torsion angles (*φ*, *ψ*) of all residues in 2184 protein structures (*blue*) and torsion angles (*φ*, *ψ*) of the residue between the two interacting carbonyl groups involved in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions (*yellow*). **b** Ramachandran plot generated by plotting torsion angles (*φ*, *ψ*) of all residues in 2184 protein structures (*blue*) and torsion angles (*φ*, *ψ*) of the residue between the two interacting carbonyl groups involved in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions present only in the coil regions (*yellow*). **c** Plot showing percentage distribution of amino acids involved in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions. **d** Plot showing percentage distribution of amino acid pairs involved in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions Table 4Distribution of reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in various secondary structuresSecondary structure typeTotal number of amino acidsAmino acids involved in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions%Coil937431842219.65Turn1249381257710.07β-sheet13156461954.713~10~-helix227124081.80α-helix1562485410.35Overall529205381437.21

We also manually analyzed 789 reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions in 10 proteins having the highest numbers of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions (Supplementary Table [10](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In agreement with Stride prediction, manual inspection revealed that reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions are mostly present in coil/PPII and turn regions of these proteins. α-helices that have reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions are distorted, while the β-sheets having reciprocal *n→π\** interactions are twisted (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). We also observed reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions between amino acid pairs at the interfaces of different secondary structure types (Fig. [6e](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Table [11](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Fig. 6Reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in various secondary structures. **a** PPII-helix; **b** β-turn; **c** Right-twisted β-strand; **d** α-helix; **e** interface of α-helix and β-sheet. The Figures are generated by using PyMOL

The other secondary structure that has significant abundance of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions is β-turn. In a β-turn, the peptide groups (NH and C = O) of the central two amino acids do not participate in any inter-residue hydrogen bonding. Therefore, we assume that these residues may participate in local reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions either between themselves or with their other neighbors, which should compensate for the lack hydrogen bonding interactions in them. A careful examination of the orientations of the carbonyl groups in various common β-turns indicated that reciprocal C═O···C═O interaction may be feasible between the first and the second residues of type Iʹ and II β-turns due to the favorable orientations of the two carbonyl groups but likely to be unfavoured in type I and IIʹ β-turns. In fact, analysis of the 10 protein crystal structures discussed above show that most of the reciprocal C═O···C═O interaction pairs found in β-turns were type II, followed by type IV (Supplementary Table [12](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In 41 cases, the reciprocal *n→π\** interactions were present between first and the second amino acid residues while in other 43 cases they were between the third and the fourth amino acid residues of β-turns in these 10 proteins. However, in no case the second and the third residues of the β-turn were involved in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions between them (Supplementary Fig. [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Analysis of distribution of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions among various amino acids suggests that proline is involved in the largest number of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions in various proteins followed by glutamic acid and serine (Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). This trend is different from what was previously observed for one-sided *n→π*\* interactions in α-helices and β-sheets^[@CR22]^ (Pro \> Gly \> Ala). Analysis of distribution of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions among the amino acid pairs in various proteins reveals that Pro--Pro is the most abundant pair (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The 10 most prominent amino acid pairs that participate in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions, all contain a proline residue (Fig. [5d](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results may be expected given the abundance of reciprocal interactions in PPII regions.

Possible role of reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions in protein folding {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

PPII helices and turns are the major secondary structures where reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions are observed. PPII is the major well-defined backbone structure present in denatured, unfolded, and natively unfolded proteins^[@CR40]^ and random coil regions of folded proteins^[@CR39]^. As PPII lacks stable non-local amino acid interactions such as hydrogen bonding, we propose that local reciprocal interactions could possibly contribute to their stability. Levinthal proposed that protein folding is speeded and guided by the rapid formation of local interactions in the unfolded state, which then determine the further folding of the peptide^[@CR41]^. The fact that local reciprocal interactions contribute to the stabilization of the PPII conformation that are abundant in unfolded proteins, reciprocal interactions could play a role in protein folding. Also, turn regions that are stabilized by reciprocal interactions are known to act as nucleation sites for protein folding. Therefore, an open question is how important such reciprocal interactions might be for protein folding.

Nature of reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------------------

The nature of C═O···C═O interactions has been debated in the literature. While some consider them *n→π\** orbital interactions^[@CR9],\ [@CR11]^, others believe them to be dipolar in nature^[@CR7],\ [@CR8],\ [@CR10]^. We have so far discussed reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions as *n→π\** and *π→π\** orbital interactions because of the following reasons. Firstly, the plots of the *n→π\** and sum of *n→π\** and *π→π\** orbital interaction energies against the O···C distances (d) show a strong correlation (Figs. [7a, b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). In Fig. [7a](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, we have plotted the distances (d~1~ and d~2~ values) against the stabilization energies due to *n→π\** interactions \[NBO second order perturbation energies *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π\**)~ and *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π\**)~\] reported in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The plot suggests that the stabilization energies *E* ~(*n→π\**)~ for *n→π\** interactions decreases with an increase in the O···C (d) in synthetic molecules **1**--**8**, molecules taken from CSD and interacting amino acid pairs obtained from PDB (Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). The overall orbital interaction energies (sum of *n→π\** \[*E* ~(*n→π\**)~\] and *π→π\** \[*E* ~(*π→π\**)~\] interaction energies reported in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}) plotted in Fig. [7b](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} also show a similar correlation with O···C (d) distances. These correlations indicate that orbital interaction is the major mechanism for the stabilization of these reciprocal C═O···C═O short contacts. Secondly, we carried out NBO deletion analysis on all the molecules reported in Tables  [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} (Supplementary Table [13](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) and observed that deletion of *n→π\** interactions increases charge on donor oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) and depletes it on acceptor carbonyl *π\** ~C═O~ orbital, which correlate well with the strength of O···C distances (Supplementary Fig. [10a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, b). Similarly, deletion of *π→π\** interactions increases charge on *π* ~C═O~ orbital of donor carbonyl and depletes it on *π\** ~C═O~ orbital of the acceptor carbonyl (Supplementary Table [14](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), which also can be correlated to the strength of C═O···C═O short contacts (Supplementary Fig. [11a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, b). The overall accumulation of charges on the acceptor carbonyl *π\** ~C═O~ orbitals due to donation from the oxygen lone pairs and *π* ~C═O~ orbital of donor carbonyl is shown in Figs. [7c](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}--d, which correlate well with the strength of C═O···C═O short contacts. This also suggests that electron delocalization is a major contributor in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions. Finally, C = O···C = O torsion angles of the carbonyl groups involved in reciprocal interactions indicate a net zero dipole-dipole interaction eliminating the possibility of these interactions being dipolar in nature. To emphasize this point, in Figs. [7e](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}--f, we have plotted the values of C = O···C = O torsion angles of the 1432 molecules obtained from the CSD search. The torsion angle (*T*) between two dipoles could be used to understand the dipolar nature of interaction between them. As we know, antiparallel (*T* \~ 180°) dipoles attract and parallel dipoles (*T* \~ 0°) repel each other whereas two orthogonal dipoles (*T* \~ 90°) have net zero dipolar interaction. In case of reciprocal interaction, the C = O···C = O torsion angles show an orientational preference \[C═O···C═O torsion angle falls in 60° to 90° (or −60° to −90°) range\] as a consequence of the simultaneous restrictions on d~1~ and d~2~ (≤3.2 Å). However, the values of the C═O···C═O torsion angles (\~90°) suggest that there would be almost net zero interaction between the dipoles, eliminating the possibility of strong dipolar interactions. Therefore, we conclude that orbital delocalization is the major driving force for the stabilization of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions. An elaborate energy decomposition analysis may be required for the accurate deconvolution of various factors contributing to the stabilization of reciprocal C═O···C═O short contacts.Fig. 7Delocalization energies, charge redistribution and torsion angles. **a** Plot of *n→π*\* interaction energies between the interacting carbonyl pairs against crystallographic O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) in molecules shown in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. When the *x*-axis is d~1~, *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ is plotted in the *y*-axis and when the *x*-axis is d~2~, *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ is plotted in the *y*-axis. The d~1~, d~2~, *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ and *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ values are taken from Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. The *n→π*\* interaction energies were computed at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory. **b** Plot of overall orbital interaction energy (sum of *n→π*\* and *π→π*\* interaction energies) between the interacting carbonyl pairs against crystallographic O···C distances (d~1~ and d~2~) in molecules shown in Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. When the *x*-axis is d~1~, *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ + *E* ^1^ ~*(π→π*\*)~ is plotted in the *y*-axis and when the *x*-axis is d~2~, *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ + *E* ^2^ ~(*π→π*\*)~ is plotted in the *y*-axis. d~1~, d~2~ *E* ^1^ ~(*n→π*\*)~ and *E* ^2^ ~(*n→π*\*)~, values are taken from Tables [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}--[3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. *E* ^1^ ~*(π→π*\*)~ and *E* ^2^ ~*(π→π*\*)~ values are taken from Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Supplementary Table [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Table [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The orbital interaction energies were computed at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory. **c** Plot of accumulation of charges on the *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-II due to donation from lone pairs of oxygen and *π* ~C=O~ orbital of CO-I against d~1~. **d** Plot of accumulation of charges on the *π*\*~C=O~ orbital of CO-I due to donation from lone pairs of oxygen and *π* ~C=O~ orbital of CO-II against d~2~. The solid curves in a-d are drawn for convenience. **e** Histogram plot showing the frequency of the C^1^═O^2^···C^5^═O^6^ dihedral angles (see Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for atom numbers) for 1432 molecules obtained from the CSD search. **f** Histogram plot showing the frequency of the C^5^═O^6^···C^1^═O^2^ dihedral angles (see Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} for atom numbers) for 1432 molecules obtained from the CSD search

We conclude that reciprocal carbonyl-carbonyl interactions exist both in small organic molecules and proteins. However, due to geometrical constraints associated with such interactions, the approach of the donor oxygen atoms to the acceptor carbon atoms deviates significantly from the Bürgi-Dunitz trajectory, and therefore, electron delocalization between the oxygen lone pair (*n* ~O~) and *π*\*~C═O~ orbital is weak. This weak donation from the first carbonyl group to the second is compensated by a back donation from the second carbonyl group to the first. In many cases, reciprocal *π→π\** interactions were also observed along with reciprocal *n→π\** interactions and their overall contributions to the stabilization of molecules having reciprocal C═O···C═O short contacts could be significant. In proteins, C═O···C═O *n→π\** interactions are present in all types of secondary structures. While one-sided *n→π\** interactions are prevalent in α-helices^[@CR22],\ [@CR23]^, reciprocal interactions are abundant in PPII helices and turn regions. Prevalence of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions in PPII helices and turn regions of proteins suggests a possible role for these interactions in protein folding. Further, the presence of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions in distorted α-helices and twisted β-sheets suggests that these interactions could stabilize secondary structures that deviate from their regular geometries. The reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions present at the interface of two different types of secondary structures could also help in stabilizing the strained amino acid residues that are present at these interfaces. In future, it would be interesting to investigate the ability of amino acid pairs having high propensity to get involved in reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions to stabilize PPII helices and β-turns. It would also be interesting to investigate if some non-peptidic fragments obtained from the CSD search having strong reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions could be used to stabilize PPII conformation or design peptide-turns. Finally, an energy decomposition analysis would provide better understanding of the forces that contributes to the stabilization of reciprocal C═O···C═O interactions.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Crystallization method {#Sec9}
----------------------

Single crystals of compounds **1**--**8** were grown by slow evaporation. Various solvent combinations were used to crystallize the compounds either at room temperature or low temperature (4 °C). Details of the crystallization conditions are given in Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

X-ray crystal structure determination method {#Sec10}
--------------------------------------------

Single crystal structures of compound **1**--**8** were determined by measuring X-ray intensity data. Bruker D8Venture *APEX* 3^[@CR42]^ single crystal home source X-ray diffractometer equipped with CMOS PHOTON 100 detector and Monochromated microfocus sources Mo Kα radiation (*λ* = 0.71073 Å) were used for data collection in phi (ϕ) and omega (*ω*) scan strategy at room temperature (298 K). The data was processed using *SAINT* ^[@CR43]^ and absorption correction was done using *SADABS* ^[@CR44]^ implemented in *APEX* 3. For structure solution XSHELL program based on SHELX^[@CR45]^ was used. The non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically and located in successive difference Fourier syntheses. The hydrogen atoms were fixed to neutron bond length using appropriate HFIX commands. ORTEP diagrams of compounds **1**--**8** (CCDC 1486577- 1486584) is provided in Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Compound **5** crystallized with a water molecule in the asymmetric unit. However, for clarity we have not shown the water molecule in its ORTEP diagram. Compound **7** has disorder at chlorine atom; the occupancy of disordered chlorine atom namely Cl1A and Cl1B was refined using the PART command. Similar ADP restraint SIMU^[@CR46]^ and rigid bond restraint DELU^[@CR46]^ was applied to stabilize the anisotropic refinement. SADI^[@CR46]^ instruction was used to restrain the distance to equal. The anisotropic displacement parameter for disordered chlorine atom was fixed using EADP^[@CR46]^ constraint.

CSD analysis {#Sec11}
------------

Intramolecular C═O···C═O noncovalent interactions were searched and structural data were retrieved from Cambridge Structural Database^[@CR33]^ (CSD version 5.21 Nov. 2015) using Conquest^[@CR47]^ (version 1.18) program. The fragment chosen for the search is shown in Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, where *X* is indicative for any atom. Only unique matching fragments were taken and the fragment was chosen in such a way that there are at least two carbonyl groups irrespective of their nature. Distances d~1~ (O^2^--C^5^) and d~2~ (O^6^--C^1^) are restricted to ≤3.2 Å. Angles \[O^2^--C^5^--O^6^ (*θ* ~1~) and O^6^--C^1^--O^2^ (*θ* ~2~)\] and dihedral angles (C^1^--O^2^--C^5^--O^6^ and C^5^--O^6^--C^1^--O^2^) were printed without any restriction. Only crystalline, non-ionic and non-polymeric organic molecules having no disorder and error with *R* factor ≤ 5% having at least three covalent bond separations between the carbonyl groups were considered in this search.

PDB analysis {#Sec12}
------------

A subset of 2269 protein was culled out from RCSB PDB^[@CR34]^ using a search criterion of resolution \<1.6 Å with redundancy (pairwise sequence identity) less than 10%, downloaded on 19 January 2016. Out of 2269 proteins, 2184 showed the reciprocal *n→π\** interaction. For proteins existing in polymeric form or for proteins containing amino acids in more than one conformation, Chain A and conformation A were chosen, except for 57 proteins where chain A is absent. Distance d~1~ is defined as distance between the *i* ^th^ amide oxygen to the subsequent (*i*  *+* 1)^th^ amide carbon, while d~2~ is defined as distance between the (*i*  *+* 1)^th^ amide oxygen to the *i* ^th^ amide carbon (Supplementary Fig. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We used d~1~ ≤ 3.2 Å and d~2~ ≤ 3.2 Å criteria for selecting amino acid pairs participating in reciprocal *n→π\** interactions. Secondary structure assignment was done using the Stride code^[@CR39]^. Ramachandran plots were generated for the proteins using Gnuplot (<http://www.gnuplot.info/>).

Computational methods {#Sec13}
---------------------

All the calculations were performed by using Gaussian09 suite of quantum chemistry programs^[@CR48]^. The Hartree-Fock (HF)^[@CR49]^ and the hybrid Becke 3-Lee-Yang-Parr (B3LYP)^[@CR50],\ [@CR51]^ exchange correlation functional with 6-311 + G (2d,p) basis set were used for the calculations. Natural bond orbital (NBO)^[@CR35]^ analyses were performed on the crystal geometries of the synthetic molecules and small organic molecules obtained from CSD search. For proteins, the coordinates of the interacting amino acid residue pair were extracted using PyMOL^[@CR51]^. The α-carbons of the amino acid residues adjacent to *N* and *C* termini of the amino acid pair were also included, so as to mimic a dipeptide with *N* and *C* termini capped with N(CO)Me and (CO)NMe, respectively. Finally, hydrogen atoms were added to the structure using PyMOL (Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). NBO analyses were carried out on crystal geometries at B3LYP/6-311 + G(2d,p) and HF/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory. The NBO second order perturbative energies *E* ~(*n*→*π*\*)~ and *E* ~(*π*→*π*\*)~ obtained from NBO calculations were taken as the stabilization energy due to *n→π*\* and *π→π*\* interactions. NBO deletion analysis was carried out on crystal geometries at HF/6-311 + G(2d,p) level of theory.
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The authors declare that the data supporting the findings of this study are available within the paper and its Supplementary Information files, and also are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. X-ray crystallographic data for structures reported in this study have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), under deposition number CCDC 1486577-1486584. These data can be obtained free of charge from the CCDC via [www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/](http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/).
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